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A COMPLAINT IS MADE:

CIVIL RIGHTS BASED HARASSMENT

#1

PROVIDE INTERIM
MEASURES

A) Provide interim
measures to ensure

target is safe and
supported during

investigation

B) Mitigate
educational

impact

C) Provide support and
accomodations to

target

D) Advise both parties
of prohibition against

retaliation

E) Separate target and
perpetrator

Title IX: Supportive Interim
Measures must be offered to

both Target (victim) and alleged
Perpetrator by Title IX

Coordinator (must be offered to
Target even if no formal

complaint filed)

#2

INVESTIGATE

A) Title IX: Advise both
parties of the right to have
a representative/advisor

particiapte in the
investigation

Title IX: Complainant
and Respondent must
be provided written

notice of the
allegations(s) and a

copy of the grievance
process which includes

summary of
investigaiton

procedures and appeal
rights

B) Interview everyone
separately:

Target

Perpetrator

Student witnesses

Adult witnesses

Inform everyone
interviewed of prohibition

against retaliation and
warn against taking any

retaliatory action

Promptly respond to
claims of retaliation

and condct follow-up
investigation

C) Gather evidence and
documents, including
screenshots & social

media

Title IX: Cannot restrict
parties ability to discuss
investigation or gather
evidence (e.g., no "gag

orders")

Title IX: Rape Shield
protections: no questions or

evidence about Complainant's
prior sexual behavior except to

prove Respondent did not
commit conduct/prove consent

Title IX: Investigator may
not use, rely on, or seek
disclosure of privileged

information without
voluntary consent

D) Notify law
enforcement or
state agencies,
as appropriate

E) Investigate school
culture and climate

Title IX: A minimum of 10
calendar days prior to

completion of the
investigation, provide

both Target and
Perpetrator with a copy of

the preliminary
investigation report and
provide both parties the
opportunity to submit

written, relevant
questions they want asked

of any party or witness,
provide each party with
the answers and allow

additional, limited follow
up questions from each

party.

#3

RESPOND:

RESPONSE MUST BE BASED
ON BOTH INVESTIGATION
INTO THE INCIDENT AND

THE SCHOOL CLIMATE

A) Make a determination based on
prepondernace of the evidence in

writing [Title IX: Decisionmaker
reviews investigation report and if
warranted, conducts disciplinary

hearing in accordance with
applicable procedures ]

B) Notify target and
perpetrator in

writing

C) Follow disciplinary
code and discipline

accordingly

D) If perpetrator
returns after

removal, monitor
interactions

E) Follow up with
target to insure no

new issues

F) Address school
climate. Redeliver

training to staff and
students

G) Title IX: Provide
both parties Notice

of Appeal Rights


